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As Basic as Breathing

After a spring of memory,
a summer of anticipation,
our bodies rub like great tectonic plates.
We barely hear the seismic quake.
We have become mystics. transported,
bent by a force as basic as breathing.

Like Children

Like children, the autumn leaves
race along streets until,
exhausted,
they crawl into their winter beds.

Like children, the grasses
wrestle with their winter coats,
longing for spring.

The Rhythm of Tumblers

Prepare poems
said Karl Shapiro
with locks readers can pick.
This poem is an open safe
for readers who master its simple cipher.
Press your ear to its skin.
Hear your lips reading
the rhythm of tumblers.
Scoop out its minted metaphors.
Stuff your pockets with a full measure.
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